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16. IMPLEMENTING SEARCH STRATEGIES 

Following is a set of searching tools based on Paradigms of Artificial Intelligence Programming by Peter Norvig. 

These can be easily modified to build more complex search strategies. Most of the code should be self-

explanatory by now. It’s heavily commented nonetheless.  

16.1. A tree-search algorithm 

(defconstant fail nil) 

;;;; a general tree search function. Does not implement  

;;;; a strategy.  

(defun tree-search (states goal-p successors combiner) 

  "Find a state that satisfies goal-p" 

  "search according to successor using strategy combiner" 

  ; (dbg :search "~&;; Search: ~a" states) 

  (format t "~&;.; Search ~a" states) 

  (cond ((null states) fail)  ; nothing to go on with 

        ((funcall goal-p (first states)) (first states)) ; achieved 

        (t (tree-search  

            (funcall combiner   

; combine successors of this state with the other in que 

                     (funcall successors (first states)) 

                     (rest states)) 

            goal-p successors combiner)))) 

 

 

16.2. Implementing Search Strategies 

Depth-first searching 

;;;; depth first using tree-search  

(defun depth-first-search (start goal-p successors) 

  "search new states first until goal is achieved"  

  (tree-search (list start) goal-p successors #'append)) 

 

 

;;; a function to generate binary tree for search testing  

(defun binary-tree (x) (list (* x 2) (+ 1 (* x 2)))) 

 

 

(defun is (value) 

  "returns a function which tests if argument eqls VALUE" 

  #'(lambda (x) (eql x value))) 

 

 

;;;; > (depth-first-search 1 (is 12) #'binary-tree)  

;;;; ends up in an infinite loop.  

Breadth-first searching 

(defun prepend (x y)  

  "Prepend y to start of x" 

  (append y x)) 
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;;;; a breadth-first strategy  

(defun breadth-first-search (start goal-p successors) 

  "search old states first then successors"  

  (tree-search (list start) goal-p successors #'p 

 

repend)) 

 

 

;;;; (breadth-first-search 1 (is 12) #'binary-tree) 

;;;; ends in 12 steps !  

 

 

(defun finite-binary-tree (n) 

  "Returns a successor function that generates a binary tree." 

  "does not return children greater than value N" 

  #'(lambda (x) 

      (remove-if #'(lambda (child) (> child n)) 

                 (binary-tree x)))) 

 

 

;;;; (depth-first-search 1 (is 12) (finite-binary-tree 100))  

;;;; does not generate states with value > 100  

Guided searches  

;;; helpers for guided search  

 

(defun diff(num)  

  "returns a function which finds difference from num" 

  #'(lambda (x) (abs (- x num)))) 

 

 

;;; we need to define a sorter function for creating queues  

;;; based on different cost functions  

;;; a sample cost-fn is produced by diff(num) above  

 

(defun sorter (cost-fn) 

  "returns a combiner function that sorts according to cost-fn" 

  #'(lambda (new old) 

      (sort (append new old) #'< :key cost-fn))) 

Best-first searching 

;;; now to write best-first-search using this sorter  

(defun best-first-search (start goal-p successors cost-fn) 

  "search lowest cost states first. " 

  (tree-search (list start) goal-p successors (sorter cost-fn))) 

 

 

;;;; sample best-first-search  

;; > (best-first-search 1 (is 12) #'binary-tree (diff 12)) 

;; Search: (1) 

;; Search: (3 2) 

;; Search: (7 6 2) 

;; Search: (14 15 6 2)            ; notice the use of (diff 12) as cost-fn 

;; Search: (15 6 2 28 29) 

;; Search: (6 2 28 29 30 31) 

;; Search: (12 13 2 28 29 30 31) 

;; 12 
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;;; we know in our above case that all successors are greater than the 

states they come from  

;;; so we define a cost function which gives very high cost to those states  

;;; which have greater value than the goal.  

(defun price-is-right (price) 

  "Returns a function which calculates difference from price" 

  "assigns high penalty for going above price" 

  #'(lambda (x) (if (> x price) 

                    most-positive-fixnum 

                  (- price x))))  ; no need to make it abs here  

 

 

;;; see immediate improvement  

;;  > (best-first-search 1 (is 12) #'binary-tree (price-is-right 12)) 

;; Search: (1) 

;; Search: (3 2) 

;; Search: (7 6 2) 

;; Search: (6 2 14 15) 

;; Search: (12 2 13 14 15) 

;; 12 

 

 

 

;;; all the above assume that there is only one solution. "A needle in a 

haystack" 

;;; we can greatly improve the algos if we know there are more than one 

needle in the 

;;; haystack. Then we can ignore some states in hope of more efficiency  

 

Beam search 

;;; enter beam-search. discards some states: those with highest COST!   

(defun beam-search (start goal-p successors cost-fn beam-width) 

  "Search highest scoring states first. Discard states of highest cost" 

  "but only if the number of states is greater than beam-width" 

  (tree-search (list start) goal-p successors  

               #'(lambda (old new) ; the combiner function  

                   (let ((sorted (funcall (sorter cost-fn) old new))) 

                     (if (> beam-width (length sorted)) 

                         sorted 

                       (subseq sorted 0 beam-width)))))) ; truncate 

 

 

 

;;; notice that althoug the recusions are the same, space is preserved.  

;; try calling with beam-width = 1. It misses the only goal state and ends 

up infinitely looping 

 

;; > (beam-search 1 (is 12) #'binary-tree (price-is-right 12) 2) 

;; Search: (1) 

;; Search: (3 2) 

;; Search: (7 6) 

;; Search: (6 14) 

;; Search: (12 13) 

;; 12 

 

 

 


